Optical tomography (0") recovers the cross-sectional distribution of opticaI parameters inside a highly scattering medium from information contained in measurements that are performed on the boundary of the medium. The image reconstruction problem in OT can be considered as a large-scale optimization problem, in which an appropriately defined objective functional needs to be minimized. Most of earlier work i s based on a forward model based iterative image reconstruction (MOSIIR) method. In this method, a Taylor series expansion of the forward propagation operator around the initial estimate, assumed to be close to the actual solution, is terminated at the first order term. The linearized perturbation equation is solved iteratively, re-estimating the fnst order term (or Jacobian) in each iteration, until a solution is reached In this work we consider B nonbear reconstruction problem, which has the second order term (Hessian) in addition to the first order. We show that in OT the Hessian is diagonally dominant and in this work an approximation involving the diagonal terms alone is used to formulate the nonlinear perturbation equation. This is solved wing conjugate gradient search (CGS) without reestimating either the Jacobian or the Hessian, resulting in reconstructions better than the original M O B W reconstruction. The computation time in this case is reduced by a factor of three.
INTRODUCTION
There has been rapid development of noninvasive imaging modalities based on illumination w i t h The radiative transfer equation @TE) is an accurate model for photon transport using the particle picture of tight, Numerical implementations of the RTE using fmite element method (FEM) [4] or using finite difference discrete ordinate method @OM) have been employed to solve both the forward [5] 
Given:
The simulated experimental data set M' Stepl: Assume initial estimate X, of parameter
Step 2: Obtain computed data set W by applying
Step 4:
Step5: Evaluate the Sensitivity matrix or the
Step ' 6 : Determine incremental update AX by solving the following perturbation equation ( To obtain the Jacobian, we considered an object with a circular cross-section of diameter 8 cm, w i t h absorption coefficient of 0.25 cm-' and scattering coefficient of 20 an-' with anisotropy factor of 0.9 and a source-detector separation of 1800. The domain is discretized into 2gSO elements connected by 1501
J I = ( L~O -&~-I ) /
nodes. AU simulations are performed on a P-III computer w i t h a 1.2GHz processor.
Figure la gives the Jacobian evaluated by the basic method, and Figure lb give5 the Jacobian evaluated by using the adjoint operator. We find that both methods yield
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similar results. seconds, while the adjoint method took 4 seconds. However, the basic method took 680 (b) Calculation of Hessian The Hessian is the second order derivative of the measurements with respect to the optical parameters, in the discretized domain. We now evaluate the Hessian for a single source-detector pair. The method can be easily extended to multiple source-detector pairs. Let JhDmo be the Jacobian (vector of size N) for this source-detector pair w i t h domain having homogeneous optical properties. Now introduce a small perturbation Ap in the properties of element #I. Compute-the Jacobian Jp"-l..
Then the Hessian for element #lfkom basic principles is identified as
The elements of HI, which are second derivatives (i.e., rate of change of the Jacobian elements w i t h 
H.
Since, size of H is very large, to display as a singe hll matrix is cumbersome, we study the statistics of the diagonals of the Hessian. Figures 2a & b give plots of the mean and variance of the band of diagonals up to 250 in one direction starting from the central diagonal. From this plot it is evident that H can be represented as a banded matrix and it is diagonally dominant. It was also found that the main diagonal of the Hessian has variation similar to the Jacobian. In our reconstruction algorithm, the Hessian is approximated as a diagonal matrix w i t h values proportional to the element in the Jacobian. With this approximation, we iteratively solve the set of non-lhear equations of Eq. (4). As mentioned earlier, the MOBlIR reconstruction algorithm is a linear iterative process, where the Jacobian is evaluated aftesh at each iteration. Moreover, the algorithm works only for small perturbations in the background optical properties. Since it is a linear approximation to the highly non-linear OT reconstruction problem, it cannot reconstruct huge variations in optical parameters. The modified MOBER algorithm, because of the nonlinear term can handle larger variation in optical properties in the inhomogeneities. In addition, the derivatives, both Jacobian and Hessian, are evaluated only once in the beginning, (the "Frozen-Newton" method [12] ) and the perturbation equation is iteratively solved. The steps in the modified algorithm developed are as follows:-The non-linear algorithm Given:
The simulated experimental data set M'
Stepl: Assume initial estimate X, as the background optical property
Step 2: Evaluate the Jacobian J and Hessian H using
x,
Step 3: Obtain computed data set M' by applying the forward operator F on X,
Step 6: Solve for incremental update AX by solving the following equation, using any standard non-Linear optimization technique (this is an iterative process)
Obtain the difference AM=Mc -M' AM= AX J + AXTHAX
Step 7:
Update estimate by X =X, + AX
Repeat
Step 3 to 7 until solution converges indicated by 11 M' -M' 11 < Gwtrere 4 ispredefined 4 RECONSTRUCTION USING NUMERICAL PHANTOMS.
To demonstrate our algorithm, we considered a 2-d object, with a circular cross-section of diameter 8 cm,
with background optical properties given by, absorption coefficient of 0.25 cm-' and scattering coefficient of 20 cm-' with anisotropy factor of 0.9. Two inhomogeneities in absorption coefficient are introduced, one located at a distance of 2cm from the center, with radius 0.8cm with b' = 0.75cm-' and another at a distance of 2 cm (diametrically opposite the earlier inhomogeneity) ftom the center with radius 0.6cm with pah = 0.5 cm-' , The domain is again discretized into 2880 elements connected by 1501 nodes. For data collection we used 12 source locations distributed around the object at angular spacing of 3 0 ' each. For each source location there are 13 detectors equally spaced at 10' apart ananged on the boundary of the object on the other side of the detector so that the total angle spanned by the detectors with respect to the source is 120'. Our initial guess in all cases is the background optical properly. For the iterative process in step 6 of the MOBLIR algorithm and in the non-linear algorithm we used the conjugate gradient search (CGS) method, We give results of reconstruction using the two methods. shown in Figure 3a . Figure 3b gives the cross-sectiona1 plots through the inhomogeneities of Fig.3a The results show that although the two inhomogeneities have been identified, the algorithm has not recovered the exact variations in the inhomogeneities.
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.. . . E . Reconstruction using the ''Frozen-Newton" algorithm (a) the image, (b) the cross-sectional plots througfi the inhomogeneities (6) Recombxction using "Frozen--.Newton" algorithm We now implement the non-tinear "fiozen"-Newton algorithm as desqibed in Section Zn. Here we compute the Jacobian and the Hessian for background optical properties. We approximate the Hessian as a diagonal matrix, proportional to the Jacobain. These derivatives are "frozen':.
In this algorithm, convergence.is obtained at the end of 16* iteration.
The total time taken is 16 minutes. The results of reconstruction is given in Figure 4a , b. The advantage. of non-linear optimization including the Hessian is clearly evident. Of all the tbree methods, this algorithm gives best reconstruction results, as evidenced by the smallest error between 11 MC -I W (I consuming minimum time.
CONCLUSIONS.
We have evaluated the Hessian kom basic principles, and, proved that the simplest approximation to the Hessian where it is represented as a diagonal matrix is good enough for use in a non-linear reconstruction algorithm. Since it is found that the diagonal terms of the Hessian are proportional to the terms of the Jacobian it is enough to put the concatenated Jaocobian in pIace of the Hessian diagonal in the iterative reconstnuction procedure. Evaluation of the Jacobian is a well established process. The advantage .of including the Hessian is that the Jacobian and the Hessiau need not be recalculated at each iteration. From the numerical simulation example considered, we show that the modified
